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Abstract—Centralized cloud infrastructures have become the popular platforms for data-intensive computing today. However, they
suffer from inefficient data mobility due to the centralization of cloud resources, and hence, are highly unsuited for geo-distributed
data-intensive applications where the data may be spread at multiple geographical locations. In this paper, we present Nebula: a
dispersed edge cloud infrastructure that explores the use of voluntary resources for both computation and data storage. We describe
the lightweight Nebula architecture that enables distributed data-intensive computing through a number of optimization techniques
including location-aware data and computation placement, replication, and recovery. We evaluate Nebula performance on an emulated
volunteer platform that spans over 50 PlanetLab nodes distributed across Europe, and show how a common data-intensive computing
framework, MapReduce, can be easily deployed and run on Nebula. We show Nebula MapReduce is robust to a wide array of failures
and substantially outperforms other wide-area versions based on emulated existing systems.
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INTRODUCTION

T

ODAY, centralized data-centers or clouds have become
popular platforms for data-intensive computing in
the commercial, and increasingly, scientific domains. The
appeal is clear: clouds such as Amazon AWS [1] and Microsoft Azure [2] offer large amounts of monetized co-located
computation and storage services that are well suited for
processing batch analytic applications. These centralized
systems, however, are not well suited for many data-intensive applications that rely on data that are geographically
distributed for a couple reasons. First, data upload may constitute a non-trivial portion of the execution time since the
data is sent through a shared wide area network (WAN)
which is known to have limited bandwidth, high latency,
and costly. Second, data upload coupled with the high overhead in instantiating virtualized cloud resources, further
limits the range of applications to those that are either
batch-oriented or long-running services. In this paper, we
present Nebula, a system that utilizes edge resources for
both computation and data storage to address the two
aspects addressed above. We advocate the use of volunteer
resources but Nebula can also use monetized resources
across CDNs or even ISPs that are equipped to offer computational services.
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To give a flavor of why the edge may be suitable for dataintensive computing, consider the following examples. A
user wishes to analyze a set of blogs located across the Internet
to identify opinions about the recent election. Another user
wants to analyze video feeds from geo-distributed cameras
across a set of airports looking for suspicious activity. These
examples have the following characteristics that make the
edge attractive: each data can be processed independently insitu (or close to the data location) and the data processing typically yields to significant data compression. In the first case,
only a small subset of blogs is returned (any mention of politics) and in the latter case only portions of the videos that contain potentially suspicious activity are needed for further
processing. These examples show that a huge amount of data
is by nature generated in a dispersed manner and can benefit
from filtering, pre-processing and aggregation. So, using the
edge resources that provide in-situ processing can significantly reduce the amount of data that need to be sent to the
final centralized location.
Nodes in edge cloud can constitute different levels of granularity ranging from regional data centers [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]
as the coarsest granularity to cloudlets or small servers
deployed in ISPs [8], [9] as the finest granularity. There is a
clear trade-off between the two models. The regional data
center model typically provides more storage capacity and
computational resources within each location compared to
the more dispersed model. However, the regional data center
model will have a higher overhead to transfer data between
the edges because they are relatively far away form each
other compared to the more dispersed model. Data transfer
between edges is very common in an edge cloud environment. For example, a system may replicate each data and distribute the copies into multiple storage nodes located in
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different regions of the globe to provide high data availability. Furthermore, many geo-distributed data analytic applications perform data aggregation on multiple input data sets
that are located in different locations around the globe. The
dispersed edge cloud model can significantly mitigate this
overhead since the edges are closer to each other. Thus, the
decision on which model to use highly depends on the application of interests. In this paper, we focus on data-intensive
applications whose inputs are highly distributed. For such
applications, the WAN bandwidth consumption typically
becomes the bottleneck. Hence, we consider the more dispersed edge cloud model to minimize the network overhead.
Building a dispersed edge cloud system requires a fine
grain distribution of resources. Using volunteer resources
can be a very attractive option to build such system since
many of them are by nature widely distributed. Furthermore, volunteer resources become more attractive with the
provision of powerful multi-core home machines coupled
with increasing amount of Internet connectivity bandwidth
that is available today. However, the use of volunteer
resources makes the system more challenging since the
resources they provide are highly heterogeneous, they are
typically less reliable, and unpredictable, i.e., a volunteer
node may leave the system at anytime. Thus, a volunteerbased system needs to handle these challenges.
In this paper, we introduce a geo-distributed edge cloud
system, called Nebula, that explores the use of volunteer
resources to democratize in-situ data-intensive computing.
Although we focus on the voluntary aspect of Nebula, the
system and tehcniques that we propose are not limited to
volunteer resources. Nebula allows dedicated resources in
addition to volunteer resources to mitigate the reliability
issues of volunteer-based systems. In contrast to existing volunteer platforms such as BOINC [10], which are designed for
compute-intensive applications, and file-sharing systems
such as BitTorrent [11], our system is designed to support distributed data-intensive applications through a close interaction
between compute and storage resources.
Nebula implements a number of optimizations to enable
efficient exploitation of edge resources for in-situ dataintensive computing, including location-aware data and
computation placement, replication, and recovery. In this
paper, we focus on the systems and implementation aspects
of Nebula. We show how a common data-intensive computing framework, MapReduce [12], can be easily deployed,
and run on Nebula. In addition, we also explore how the
system handles external data upload and processing, and
show that Nebula is robust to a range of failures of both
hosted compute and storage nodes that may occur anywhere within the system. We evaluate Nebula’s performance on an emulated volunteer platform that spans over
50 PlanetLab [13] nodes distributed across Europe and
show that Nebula can greatly outperform two volunteer
platforms that have been proposed in the literature, standard BOINC [10] and BOINC-MR [14] on our testbed
through a number of locality-based optimization techniques
and exhibit good scaling properties.

2

NEBULA OVERVIEW

2.1 Design Goals
Nebula has been designed with the following goals in mind:
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Fig. 1. Nebula system architecture.











Support for distributed data-intensive computing: Unlike
other volunteer computing frameworks such as
BOINC that focus on compute-intensive applications, Nebula is designed to support data-intensive
applications that require efficient movement and
availability of large quantities of data to compute
resources. As a result, Nebula must also support a
scalable data storage platform. Further, Nebula is
designed to support applications where data may
originate in a geographically distributed manner,
and is not necessarily preloaded to a central location.
Location-aware resource management: To enable efficient execution of distributed data-intensive applications, Nebula must consider network bandwidth
along with computational capabilities of resources in
the volunteer platform. As a result, resource management decisions must optimize for computation time
as well as data movement costs. In particular, compute resources may be selected based on their locality
and proximity to their input data, while data may be
staged closer to efficient computational resources.
Secure execution environment: To ensure that volunteer
nodes are completely safe and isolated from
malicious code that might be executed as part of a
Nebula-based application, volunteer nodes must be
able to execute all user-injected application code
within a protected sandbox.
Ease of use: Nebula must be easy to use and manage
both for users who execute their applications on the
volunteer platform, as well as for volunteer nodes
that donate their resources. In particular, users
should be able to easily inject their application code
and data into Nebula for execution. At the same
time, volunteer nodes must be able to easily join
Nebula and start volunteering with low overhead.
Fault Tolerance: Nebula must ensure fault tolerant
execution of applications in the presence of node
churn and transient network failures that are common in a volunteer environment. Nebula must also
ensure a high level of data availability of storing
data in volunteer storage nodes1.

2.2 Nebula System Architecture
Fig. 1 shows the Nebula system architecture. Nebula consists of nodes that donate their computation and/or storage
1. We will use the term storage node and data node interchangeably.
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resources, along with a set of global and application-specific
services that are hosted on dedicated, stable nodes. These
resources and services together constitute five major components in Nebula (described in Section 3):










Nebula Central: Nebula Central is the front-end for the
Nebula ecosystem. It provides a simple, easy-to-use
web-based portal that allows nodes to join the system,
users to upload/download their data, application
writers to inject applications into the system, and
tools to manage and monitor application execution.
DataStore: The DataStore is a simple per-application
storage service that supports efficient and locationaware data storage in Nebula. Each DataStore consists of data nodes that store the actual data, and a
DataStore Master that keeps track of the storage system metadata and makes data placement decisions.
ComputePool: The ComputePool provides perapplication computational resources through a set of
compute nodes. Code execution on a compute node is
carried out inside a Google Chrome web browserbased Native Client (NaCl) sandbox [15]. Compute
nodes within a ComputePool are scheduled by a ComputePool Master that coordinates their execution. The
compute nodes use the DataStore to access and retrieve
data, and they are assigned tasks based on applicationspecific requirements and data location.
Nebula Monitor: The Nebula Monitor does performance monitoring of nodes and network characteristics. This monitoring information consists of node
computation speeds, memory and storage capacities,
and network bandwidth, as well as health information such as node and link failures. This information
is dynamically updated and is used by the DataStore
and ComputePool Masters for data placement, scheduling and fault tolerance.
Resource Manager: The Resource Manager provides
support for sharing compute nodes among multiple
ComputePools. This resource sharing mechanism is
performed dynamically depending on factors such as
the current availability of the resources, the number
of concurrent applications, the reliability of the
resources, and so on.

2.3 Nebula Applications
A Nebula application A may consist a number of jobs:
A ¼ fJ0 ; . . . ; Jn g, where n  0. A job contains the code to
carry out a specific computation. An application execution is
referred to as an instantiation of the application. An application is typically associated with an input dataset, which consists of multiple data objects (files). The input dataset can be
centrally located or geographically distributed across multiple locations. We explore cases where an application uses
data that has already been stored into the Nebula storage system as well as those which use external data that has not been
stored in Nebula to begin with. A job may also depend on
other jobs, in which case the dependent job will not be executed until all of its predecessors are complete, and its input
dataset may be specified as the output(s) of the
 predecessor

job(s). Each job Ji consists of multiple tasks Ti;0 ; . . . ; Ti;m ,
where m  0. These tasks are typically identical in structure
and can be executed in parallel on multiple compute nodes.
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TABLE 1
Nebula Central Inputs
Argument

Applicability

title

Application

namespace
source files

Application
Application

output file
Application
prefix
job scheduler Application
metadata

Per-Job

javascript

Per-Job

executables
DataStore
parameters
task
parameters

Per-Job
Per-Job
Per-Job

Function
The human-readable name of the application
instantiation.
The namespace for input and output files.
A list of filename to use as source inputs for
the jobs.
The filename prefix to use for outputs of jobs.
The scheduler to be used by the ComputePool Master.
Job information such as the whether it uses
source files or depends on other jobs.
The javascript code to use when running a
job for computation.
The NaCl executables for the jobs.
The parameters for input data locations and
parameters for jobs for output.
Setting for a task including timeouts, minimum bandwidths, replication settings, and
failure tolerances.

Each task is associated with the job executable code and a
data partition of the input dataset, upon which the code is executed. In Nebula, the executable code is Native Client code (a
set of .nexe or .pexe files) that can be executed in the Native
Client sandbox on the compute nodes. The input data is identified by a set of filenames that refer to data already stored in
Nebula. After this, the compute nodes retrieve data from the
DataStore to execute the corresponding tasks.

3

NEBULA SYSTEM COMPONENTS

3.1 Nebula Central
Nebula Central is the front-end for the Nebula ecosystem. It is the forward facing component of the system
for managing applications and resources in the system.
It exposes a web front-end portal where nodes can join
to contribute compute and/or storage resources to Nebula, and users can upload their applications and initiate
execution. Nebula Central uses a number of parameters
(Table 1) to create an expanded internal representation
of the entire application, the component jobs, and the set
of tasks. It also instantiates an application-specific DataStore and ComputePool Master (to be discussed next)
that handle the data placement and job execution for the
application. It then provides the necessary application
components to the DataStore and ComputePool Masters,
such as the application executable code.
In Nebula, a volunteer node can join the system as a compute node or a data node or both by registering with Nebula
Central. A data node needs to download a generic piece of
code that can carry out data node functions such as storing/
retrieving files, and talking to DataStore Masters and clients.
On the other hand, a compute node only requires a Native
Client-enabled Web browser to carry out its tasks, and does
not need any additional Nebula-specific software. In the
future, we envision that data node volunteers will also use a
browser to download their infrastructure via signed Java applets or similar technology. Once a volunteer node joins the system, the node is then assigned to one or more DataStores and/
or ComputePools, and interacts directly with their respective
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Master nodes to carry out data storage and/or computation
respectively on behalf of the corresponding applications.

3.2 DataStore
The DataStore is designed to provide a simple storage service
to support data processing on Nebula. In a highly dispersed
edge cloud model, nodes are typically interconnected by
WAN that has limited bandwidth. Optimizing data transfer
time is crucial to efficient data processing in this case. Each
application owns a DataStore that it may configure to support desired performance, capacity, or reliability constraints.
Data nodes that are part of a DataStore may be multiplexed
across potentially other DataStores.
Data in a DataStore is stored and retrieved in unit of files.
Files are organized using a combination of namespace and
filename. For instance, different users may be assigned different namespaces, and a user may further partition their
files (such as those belonging to different applications) into
different namespaces. Files with the same filename but
belonging to different namespaces are thus considered distinct. We support flat namespaces denoted by simple perDataStore unique strings which can be used to partition files
much like directory names. Files are considered immutable
and file appends or edits are not supported. A DataStore
consists of multiple data nodes that store the actual data,
and a single DataStore Master that manages these nodes
and keeps track of the storage system metadata.
3.2.1 Data Node
The data nodes donate storage space and store application
data as files. A data node is implemented using a light-weight
web server that stores and serves files. Nebula allows dedicated data nodes in addition to volunteer data nodes for a couple reasons. First, data that is stored in Nebula may have a
privacy concern, thus the owner may only want to store the
data in trusted dedicated nodes. Second, volunteer-based
data nodes tend to be less reliable. Hence, users may choose
to store critical data in dedicated nodes that provide higher
reliability. For example, input data may be stored in highly
reliable data nodes whereas the intermediate data can be
stored in less-reliable data nodes which trades-off the reliability aspect for higher locality to the compute nodes.
In general, the data nodes support two basic operations
that are exposed to clients to store and retrieve files:


store(filename, namespace, file): stores a file
into the DataStore and update the DataStore Master.
 retrieve(filename, namespace): retrieves the
file specified by the namespace-filename combination.
DataStore clients, such as compute nodes that need to
store or retrieve data to/from the DataStore, use a combination of these operations to get and store data. These operations can also be used to place data in a desired fashion
before the computation even begins. All the intelligence is
part of the DataStore Master and is transparent to the clients.

3.2.2 DataStore Master
The DataStore Master keeps track of several items: data
nodes that are online, file metadata, file replication, and
data placement policy. It serves as an entry point to the
DataStore when writing to or reading data from it. The
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information it collects is used to make decisions regarding
the placement and retrieval of data. The DataStore Master
supports a set of operations to manage the data nodes and
to carry out effective data placement decisions. Some of
these operations are invoked by DataStore clients before
storing or retrieving data to/from the DataStore. Other
operations are invoked by the data nodes and are used to
exchange metadata and health information:


get_nodes_to_store(option): returns an
ordered list of data nodes. The order of the nodes
depends on the option specified by the client such as
the load of data nodes, closest nodes to the client,
availability of compute nodes around the data node
or random.
 get_nodes_to_retrieve(filename, namespace): returns an ordered list of data nodes that
stores a particular file that could be located on multiple nodes.
 set(filename, namespace, nodeId, filesize):
sets a new entry in the DataStore Master for the
given file. This operation is invoked by a data node
once the upload is completed successfully.
 ping(nodeid, is_online): reports that a node is
online. The data nodes periodically ping the DataStore Master to notify their status. Data nodes that
do not check in after a period of time are marked as
offline. The second argument also provides an
option for a node to manually report itself as offline
upon a graceful exit or shutdown.
These operations are implemented over an HTTP protocol, so parameters like clients IP address/location are
implicitly available via the request headers sent by the client. Bandwidth and latency information are computed and
tracked on the fly, whenever there is data transferred
between nodes in the system. The effective bandwidth
between nodes is tracked by dividing the total amount of
data that is sent by the time it takes from sending the first
data to the last acknowledgement received by the sender.
The latency, on the other hand, is first estimated based on
the distance between two nodes’ coordinates, which is a reasonable estimation as shown in previous work [16], [17].
Once, there is a data exchange between nodes, the latency
will be updated by averaging the currently monitored
latency with the average time of receiving acknowledgement for each data exchange. Since the bandwidth information is not available for newly joined nodes, we insert a
random position in the returned node list. This is to ensure
that new nodes do not get starved, and bandwidth information can eventually be discovered for such nodes. In the
future, we hope to employ a heuristic based on the node
characteristics to order such nodes.

3.2.3 Load Balancing and Locality Awareness
To access data that has already been stored in the DataStore,
the DataStore Master can provide better performance via
load balancing and locality awareness by appropriately
ordering the list of data nodes returned to the clients via the
get_nodes_to_retrieve operation. To achieve a good
load balancing, the list of nodes can be randomized or
ordered by their load (or available storage capacity). By
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Fig. 2. Nebula upload mechanism.

ordering the nodes based on their load, new data will be
stored in a data node that has the lowest load. This ordered
list will be updated whenever a data node joins/leaves the
system or there is an update on existing nodes’ load information. Locality awareness, on the other hand, can be
achieved by ordering the nodes based on their bandwidth
or latency from clients. As an example, consider a case
where a node is both a compute node and a data node. For
requests originating from that particular compute node, the
operations will, by default, place the local storage node at
the head of the list.
The DataStore Master is aware of the health and location
of all data nodes by periodically monitoring them using
heartbeat/ping requests. This is useful since volunteer
nodes in Nebula may leave at anytime. The location of a
data node can be used to provide low latency support to the
users by allowing them to store/access their data to/from
data nodes that are closely located to the users. We estimate
the latency of a user to a node based on their coordinates.
This locality awareness is especially critical for low latency
critical applications such as data caching in mobile cloud
computing or fog computing [9].
Latency, however, may not always be a good metric to
define locality for geo-distributed data-intensive applications
since data transfer between nodes is typically constrained by
the WAN bandwidth rather than the latency [18], [19], [20].
For each data node, the DataStore Master keeps track of its
effective bandwidth to other nodes by maintaining a keyvalue map data structure where the key is a node ID and the
value is the monitored bandwidth between the nodes. When
a DataStore client, such as a ComputePool Master, wants to
determine which node has the highest locality to a given data
node, it will send a query to the DataStore Master and get the
node-bandwidth mapping sorted by the bandwidth. Thus,
the ComputePool Master can use this as a hint to schedule a
task to a compute node with the highest bandwidth (highest
locality) to mitigate the time required to transfer data from
the data node to the compute node.

3.2.4 External Data Upload
In many scenarios, data may not already be stored in the
DataStore, but may have to be uploaded into it from an
external source (similar to data upload into a centralized
cloud). Nebula supports a data upload mechanism by
which an external file is directly transferred to a set of
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selected data nodes (returned by the get_nodes_to_
store operation from the DataStore Master). This direct
data transfer mechanism is beneficial for a number of reasons. First, it removes centralized components such as the
Nebula Central and DataStore Master from the data path,
thus avoiding centralized bottlenecks and increasing the
scalability of data transfer. Second, it enables finding preferred network paths between the source and destination,
and also enables parallel file transfer along multiple network paths. Nebula also provides flexibility to allow users
to upload their files from remote servers by providing the
URI of the source files. The DataStore Master selects a
desired set of data nodes, and the selected data nodes then
download the files from the provided URI. This mechanism
also allows a user to upload multiple files from different
location in parallel to geographically distributed data nodes.
Fig. 2 shows the uploading mechanism in Nebula. (1) A
user will first access a web page from the Nebula Central
that provides an interface for data uploading. (2) The Nebula Central will forward the query to the DataStore Master
which will make a data placement decision. There are a few
different policies available for the users to choose depending on their needs. (3) The Nebula Central will inform the
user which data nodes are selected (in a certain order) to
upload the files. (4) The files will be directly uploaded to the
selected data nodes from their locations. Note that if multiple files from different locations are uploaded, each file may
be uploaded to a different data node. (5) Once the files have
been successfully uploaded to each of the selected nodes,
the data nodes will send update information to the DataStore Master. The DataStore Master will keep the metadata
of the files and replicate the files depending on the replication policy.
Data node selection: Nebula supports different data node
selection policies for uploading external files into Nebula.
The simplest policy is Random node selection policy, which
returns a random set of data nodes for uploading. Although
Random data node selection is simple and may provide load
balancing, this may result in a poor performance due to network constraints. Another possible data node selection policy would be to select data nodes which are geographically
close to the file’s location (Close-distance policy). This policy
may be useful if the user is concerned about geographic
proximity of their data in Nebula, however, it may not yield
a good overall performance for data processing.
Selecting data nodes with a low latency (Low-latency policy) and/or high download bandwidth to the source is
likely to improve the data upload performance, and is desirable when the user wants to have a low latency access to the
data or to upload their data quickly into Nebula. However,
if the data is uploaded for further processing, uploading the
data quickly to Nebula may not always result in a good
overall processing time since it is possible that the network
bandwidth between the selected data nodes and compute
nodes that eventually compute on the data is congested.
This may lead to overall application performance degradation. In such scenario where locality between data nodes
and compute nodes is important, we propose a Computeaware data node selection policy which sorts a set of data
nodes based on the network bandwidth proximity between
data nodes and compute nodes. This method provides a
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high bandwidth locality awareness of data nodes with
respect to compute nodes for uploading which will improve
the overall application performance.
Both the low latency and high bandwidth information for
locality-aware data upload can be obtained from the DataStore Master as discussed in 3.2.3. All of these different data
upload options are exposed to the end users. Thus, users
can choose any of these options depending on their needs.
If the main goal is to have a low latency access to the data,
they can choose to upload the data using the Low-latency
policy. On the other hand, if the goal is to upload and process the data for data-intensive analytic applications, the
Compute-aware policy would be the best option. Once the
data is uploaded, the DataStore Master will create multiple
copies of the data and distribute them to other data nodes to
ensure data availability. We will discuss the data availability issue later in Section 3.2.5.
Block size: Large files in Nebula may be partitioned into
blocks of fixed size. The block size is the same as that of the
block granularity processed by a compute node. The advantage of partitioning files into the same size blocks is to
minimize the latency in a limited network bandwidth environment during data transfer by enabling parallelism over
multiple data nodes. Another advantage of splitting a file
and storing each block to a different data node is to avoid
performance bottleneck within a single data node. While
partitioning a file into blocks provides advantages, file partitioning also has some costs. Selecting the appropriate size
of a block should take the following costs into consideration.
Splitting files into blocks and storing them on multiple data
nodes will increase the amount of metadata in the DataStore
Master. The smaller the block size, the greater the amount of
the metadata. The default block size is set to 64 MB, however this can be tuned by the clients.

3.2.5 Data Availability
Volunteer data nodes in Nebula that may exit the system at
any time. In order to ensure the availability of every file
stored in DataStore, Nebula supports file replication. By
default, Nebula keeps 3 copies of each file and distribute
them across different data nodes. Further, as data nodes
come and go, the DataStore Master needs to ensure that a
certain number of copies remain online at all times. When a
data node storing a specific file withdraws from the system,
the DataStore Master will create a new copy of the file to
maintain the number of replicas available.
In addition to keeping each file available, the DataStore
Master may also implement a data node selection policy
that determines which nodes should store each of the copies. For example, the DataStore Master can distribute the
copies in different part of the globe for read-only data that
is frequently accessed worldwide in order to provide low
latency to all users. On the other hand, if the data is frequently modified, the DataStore Master may store the copies close to each other for better consistency. The DataStore
Master can also distribute the copies to data nodes based on
their loads in order to achieve a good load balancing
between the data nodes. In the future, we would like to further explore a more dynamic policy to maintain high data
availability with lower overhead, specifically for volunteerbased storage systems.
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3.3 ComputePool
The ComputePool provides computational resources to
Nebula applications. Each application is provided a ComputePool which is a subset of the volunteer compute nodes.
The ComputePool is managed by a ComputePool Master
which manages the volunteer compute nodes, assigns tasks
to them, and monitors their health and execution status.
3.3.1 Compute Node
Compute nodes are volunteer nodes that carry out computation on behalf of an application. All computations in Nebula are carried out within the Native Client (NaCl)
sandbox [15] provided by the Google Chrome browser. The
use of NaCl gives several advantages. First, one of the biggest concerns of donating computational resources in voluntary computing is the security of the volunteer node. The
volunteer node must be protected from malicious code and
prevent such code from hurting the volunteer. NaCl is a
sandboxing technology that executes native code in a web
browser, and allows users to execute untrusted code safely
by restricting privileges and isolating faults from the rest of
the system. This provides users a secure way to donate
computational resources. Second, it makes it easy for users
to join Nebula, the users do not need to download any additional software to donate their resources. All it takes to join
Nebula for a Chrome user is to enable the NaCl plugin and
point the browser to Nebula Central. Third, using NaCl has
minimal performance overhead, since it can execute native
code. The sandbox adds little overhead to the application,
and execution times inside and outside the sandbox are
comparable [15]. The NaCl sandbox does have a constrained memory-space, and current applications must be
designed to fit inside of it, although future designs can mitigate the risk by moving data to disk.
The compute node is a general-purpose implementation,
and executes any application properly compiled into NaCl
executables. The compute node executes within the browser
by initially downloading a generic Nebula-specific Web
page from Nebula Central. This page has Javascript code
that carries out some initialization functions and then points
the node to the corresponding ComputePool Master URL.
Each compute node then contacts the ComputePool Master
periodically and asks for a task by downloading a Web page
from the ComputePool Master corresponding to a task. This
page contains Javascript code that is responsible for downloading and invoking the application-specific NaCl code,
and communicating with the ComputePool Master. The
Javascript of the page downloads the NaCl code (*.nmf and
*.nexe or *.pexe files) for the task from the ComputePool
Master (or uses a cached copy if already downloaded for a
previous task), and listens to when the NaCl module is fully
loaded. It then sends task-specific options to the NaCl code
in a message as a JSON object. The NaCl code listens for messages, parses the options, and downloads the input data
from the DataStore. It then carries out the application-specific computation and uploads the output files back to the
DataStore. Finally, it passes control to the Javascript layer,
which reports back the task completion status and any other
metadata to the ComputePool Master.
Fault tolerance: The compute node can handle a variety of
failures such as failure to load, failure to launch the
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executable, crash after starting, and so on. The NaCl code
sends heartbeat messages to the Javascript layer, which cancels the task if it does not receive heartbeat messages often
enough. The compute node then asks for another task from
ComputePool Master while noting the current task failed.
In most cases, the task will be restarted, either by the same
node or another node. In the case of slow data transfers, the
ComputePool Master checks its recent history to see if multiple nodes have reported an issue with the same data node.
If so, it can re-execute the tasks with their input data on that
data node, or use the copy of the file stored in a different
node if it’s available, or ask the DataStore Master to move
the data to a different data node. If the input data does not
exist in the DataStore, Nebula will recreate the data if it was
produced by an earlier task execution.

3.3.2 ComputePool Master
The ComputePool Master is responsible for the health and
management of the compute nodes. It provides a web-based
interface to allow its constituent compute nodes to download
job executables provided via Nebula Central. When the Nebula Central instantiates a ComputePool Master for an application, it passes a generic Javascript code, applicationspecific NaCl executables as well as application and job input
parameters, to it. The ComputePool Master uses this information to generate a set of tasks for the jobs. When it assigns
a task, it creates a web page with these arguments built into
the actual source of the page-this page is downloaded and
executed by a compute node, as discussed above.
The most important function of the Master is the scheduling of tasks to compute nodes. The ComputePool Master
binds to a scheduler selected by the application writer. To
support the scheduler, the ComputePool Master implements a dashboard which collects per-node execution statistics and the inter-node link bandwidths tracked by the
Nebula Monitor. The scheduler uses monitoring information to decide which tasks should be run and where it
should be run on. The complexity of scheduling decisions
can be as simple as a random scheduler, to more complex as
our adaptive locality-aware MapReduce scheduler which
attempts to approximate network between nodes and computation abilities of each compute node to complete a task
in minimal time despite nodes going up and down during
execution. The scheduler runs periodically updating node
to task mappings and when nodes check in for work they
are allocated the assigned task(s).
3.3.3 Locality-Aware MapReduce Scheduler
As an example, we present a basic locality-aware scheduling algorithm that will be used for MapReduce applications:
1)

2)

3)

Get updates from the Resource Manager, DataStore
Masters, and the Nebula Monitor about the current
state of the system.
Estimate the time to completion for each running
task. If this is an underestimate, we adjust the projected running time to account for the inaccuracy
and therefore rank this node lower for scheduling.
For each new task, create estimates for each (node,
task) pair. This estimate is based on (1) the download
time for all of the task inputs from the DataStore, (2)
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Fig. 3. Control and data flow in executing task in Nebula.

4)

5)

the time to execute the task, and (3) the time to store
the results back to the DataStore. The communication estimates assume locality awareness as the nearest data nodes (in terms of bandwidth, latency, etc.)
will be selected for inputs and outputs.
For each (node, task) pair, we estimate its finishing
time based on the estimated remaining completion
time of the currently running task on the node plus
the estimate of subsequently running the task on
that node. We then order these pairs in a priority
queue based on this estimated finishing time. We
also randomly insert (task, node) pairs for new
nodes that we have not yet seen previously (i.e.,
have no estimates) to allow the system to use them
and to learn their capabilities.
For each task, we select the best node from the prior
step estimated to complete a task. To prevent a highspeed node from attracting too many concurrent
tasks, we cap the number of tasks per node at 2 in
each iteration of the scheduler. Note: this does not
mean a node is limited to executing 2 tasks during
the lifetime of a run.

3.3.4 Task Execution
Once an application is injected into the system via Nebula
Central and the input data has been placed within the DataStore, the compute nodes are ready to accept and execute
tasks. Fig. 3 shows the various steps involved in the execution of a task. (1) The compute node contacts the ComputePool Master scheduler periodically and asks for tasks. The
scheduler would assign tasks to the compute node based on
its scheduling policy. (2-3) The compute nodes would then
download the application code from the ComputePool Master, and the input data from the DataStore nodes. (4) The
execution starts inside NaCl as soon as the downloads complete. (5-6) Once execution finishes, the outputs are
uploaded back to the DataStore and (7) the data nodes
would update the DataStore Master. (8) Finally, the ComputePool Master will be notified upon the job completion.
The size and composition of the ComputePool and DataStore are application-specific. In addition, how the compute
nodes are allocated across ComputePool is controlled by the
Resouce Manager which will be discussed later.
3.3.5 Load Balancing and Locality Awareness
To achieve load balancing, the ComputePool Master scheduler takes into account the CPU speeds and current loads
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on different compute nodes to assign them tasks. To achieve
locality awareness, it can assign tasks to compute nodes
based on the location of the input data for the tasks. The
scheduler maintains a list of preferred tasks for each compute node based on its locality, and assigns tasks from this
list when the compute node requests additional work. This
locality-based task allocation mechanism, along with the
locality awareness support in the DataStore, reduce network
overhead substantially.

3.3.6 Fault Tolerance
The ComputePool Master allows re-execution of tasks to
achieve fault tolerance in the face of compute node failures.
Fault tolerance to soft failures can be handled by a compute
node itself, as discussed above. If a compute node becomes
unresponsive during the execution of a task by timing out
for a certain duration, the ComputePool Master reassigns
the unfinished task to another compute node. The timeout
value is set large enough to allow for transient failures or
missed heartbeats, so that resource wastage can be avoided
if a node becomes responsive again quickly and indicates
that it is making progress on the task.
3.4 Nebula Monitor
The Nebula Monitor does performance aggregation of compute and data nodes. It accepts queries from the other Nebula services such as DataStore Master and ComputePool
Master for pair-wise bandwidth and latency statistics. These
statistics are used by the other services to make decisions
including scheduling compute tasks, combining inputs for
tasks, and almost all DataStore decisions.
The Nebula Monitor uses a simple moving average of its
metrics. In the future we would like to combine information, such as multiple simultaneous requests, to better predict the operation of a node and to better note when
performance is lagging to take immediate action (e.g., moving data from a node, changing destination nodes of a running task).
The Nebula Monitor also measures certain metrics like
bandwidth, latency, etc. between the compute nodes and
Nebula Central that is used as the default value if the linkto-link data is not known. It first tries to determine the physical location of the compute nodes by using the GeoLocation
API provided by the browser. If this fails, it falls back to a IP
to location lookup on the server-side.
3.5 Resource Manager
The Resource Manager allows multiple applications from
different ComputePools to run concurrently which is similar to those in the traditional centralized cloud [21], [22],
[23], [24]. It manages all the compute nodes in the system.
Having a global view of the compute nodes, the Resource
Manager is responsible for sharing the compute nodes
among ComputePools by dynamically gives a subset of
available compute nodes to each ComputePool.
The Resource Manager in Nebula uses an optimistic concurrency control with a lease-based mechanism [25]. In this
mechanism, each ComputePool Master must lease a set of
nodes from the Resource Manager before using them. A lease
in this mechanism has an expiration time associated with it
which provides a guarantee that the nodes will be held by a
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ComputePool no longer than the lease time (with a possibility of some grace period). Thus, every ComputePool’s scheduler needs to estimate the lease time before requesting
nodes. This lease estimation can be computed based on the
historical statistics for recurring jobs or using a combination
of data transfer time (data size over the bandwidth between
nodes) and the average computation time of processing similar tasks. After the lease time expiry, the Resource Manager
will reclaim the resources, make them available to the other
ComputePools and potentially clean up any tasks on the
expired lease. The lease information for every node is shared
to every ComputePool’s scheduler to allow them trade-off
between waiting for the desired, but currently busy, nodes
and the less-desired available nodes. Consider a case where
a scheduler needs to schedule a job whose inputs are originated in the US but the only available compute nodes are
located in Asia. In this case, the scheduler may decide to
delay scheduling the job and wait for busy compute nodes
that are located in the US if it knows that they will be available in the near future.
The Resource Manager may also implement any policies
that must be applied by any ComputePools. For example,
the Resource Manager may limit the number of nodes that
can be acquired by a ComputePool at any given time for
proportional sharing. Another policy could reclaim any
resources from a ComputePool that acquired too many
nodes to avoid resource starvation for other ComputePools.

4

MAPREDUCE ON NEBULA

We have implemented a MapReduce framework on Nebula.
MapReduce [12] is a popular programming paradigm for
large-scale data processing on a cluster of computers, and
provides a simple programming model for various dataintensive computing applications. For this reason, we have
selected MapReduce as our first Nebula framework to test of
our approach. Note that our Nebula MapReduce framework
is not based on existing MapReduce implementations as in
Hadoop MapReduce; rather it is implemented on top of the
Nebula infrastructure and utilizes DataStore and ComputePool for all storage and compute needs respectively.
A Nebula MapReduce application consists of two jobs:
map and reduce. The reduce job is dependent on the map
job, so it cannot start execution until the map job completes.
The map and reduce jobs are written in C++ and compiled
against the NaCl compilers. The output of the compilation
phase is a set of .nexe or .pexe files which can be
uploaded to Nebula Central for distribution via its web
interface. This process only needs to be done once for the
subsequent application instances that use the same executable. The input data of a MapReduce application needs to
be pushed to the DataStore first and all of these inputs will
share the same namespace. A user will then need to post a
MapReduce application and instantiate it by providing
parameters including the number of map and reduce tasks,
namespace, and a list of inputs.
A MapReduce scheduler in Nebula was designed to optimize MapReduce task execution and data movement and is
used by the ComputePool and DataStore for computation
and data respectively. The former uses a greedy heuristic
that chooses the fastest nodes to complete each task
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exploiting available nodes, even if this creates the occasional
duplicate task execution. This method has been shown to
run the vast majority of tasks quickly while preventing the
often-occurring long-tail of MapReduce execution.
Once a MapReduce application has been instantiated, the
MapReduce scheduler can start assigning tasks to compute
nodes. To execute a map task, the compute node would
download the input data from the DataStore and the executable file from the ComputePool Master. The compute node
would then execute the map task, write its outputs to the
DataStore, and report back to the ComputePool Master, so
that it can log the progress of the MapReduce job. The execution of a reduce task is very similar to that of the map
task, except that a reduce task takes in different inputs,
mainly a list of dependencies instead of input files and the
reducer number. These inputs ensure that a reduce task cannot start executing until all its dependencies (map tasks)
have finished executing. Once the dependencies are finished, each reduce task can start executing by reading its
input data, running the reduce function, and outputting its
results to the DataStore. Completion of the reduce task is
then reported back to the ComputePool Master.

4.1 Example: Word Count Application
We implemented a MapReduce Wordcount application
which counts the total frequency of each word appearing in
documents. Listing 1 shows the main map and reduce code
in Nebula. Each map task obtains its input data from the
DataStore, performs Wordcount algorithm on it which
results in a list of key-value pair where the key is the word
and the value is the frequency of the word. The list is then
partitioned into as many output files as there are reduce
tasks by using a SHA1 hash. All map outputs are uploaded
back to the DataStore at the end of each map task.
A reduce task downloads the map outputs corresponding to its partition from the DataStore and aggregates the
count of each word. The result is again a list of key-value
pairs where the value is the total number of times the word
appeared in the documents. The final output is then
uploaded back to the DataStore.

5

EVALUATION

5.1 Experimental Setup
We set up 52 nodes on PlanetLab [13] Europe (PLE), each
with Google Chrome and other required software packages
installed. We limit ourselves to PLE instead of the entirety
of PlanetLab due to software requirements of Google
Chrome. These nodes are located in 15 different countries
and have bandwidth ranging from 256 Kbps to 32 Mbps.
All the dedicated Nebula services (Nebula Central, DataStore Master and ComputePool Masters, and Nebula Monitor) are hosted on a single machine with Dual Core Pentium
E2200 @ 2.4 GHz, 4 GB RAM, 150 GB Hard Drive, running
Ubuntu 12.04 Linux. It also hosts MySQL databases to support Nebula Central and ComputePool Masters (2.2 GB),
and Redis databases (800 MB) to support Nebula Central
and DataStore Masters. In most of our experiments, we run
a data node and compute node on each available PlanetLab
node (this number varies from 38-52 in our experiments
due to PlanetLab node failures), except where specified.
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Listing 1. Nebula MapReduce WordCount code
class Map: public Nebula::MapNebulaTask {
void map (string data) {
string word;
wordstream wss(data);
while (wws > > word) {
emit(word, ”1”);
}
}
void handleAllDownloadsFinished () {
// handle intermediate data
}
}
class Reduce: public Nebula::ReduceNebulaTask {
map<string, vector<string>> wordcounts;
void handleDownloadData (string data) {
// download the intermediate data
}
void reduce (string word, vector<string> counts) {
int count = 0;
for (i=counts.begin(); i != counts.end(); i++) {
count += atoi(i);
emit (word, NumberToString(count));
}
}
void handleAllDownloadsFinished () {
// handle the output of the reducer
}
}

5.2 Comparison with Different Platforms
The first set of experiments directly compare different
approaches in a volunteer environment. We perform experiments using the Nebula MapReduce Wordcount applications. Our input dataset consists of a set of 1500 ebooks
from Project Gutenberg which amounts to 500 MB of data.
We expand and contract this dataset to yield different input
dataset sizes for different experiments. We note that the
maximum data size in our experiments is limited due to PlanetLab
bandwidth caps, an issue that we believe should not be a
problem in a true volunteer or commercial edge cloud system. Memory limitations also limit the maximum amount of
computation available today. We also configure the number
of mappers and reducers, with each mapper performing
computation over a given number of books. We vary the
number of mappers (and thus the number of books per
mapper) and reducers during experiments.
For comparison, we emulate two alternate volunteer
computing models on top of the Nebula infrastructure as
shown in Figs. 4a and 4b: Central Source Central Intermediate
Data (CSCI) and Central Source Distributed Intermediate Data
(CSDI). These models correspond to the data models supported by BOINC [10] and a MapReduce-tuned BOINC version [14] respectively. These models have three key aspects
which differentiate them from Nebula. First, in CSCI and
CSDI the input data is centralized. The central server is usually the single source of input data. To model this, we use
a dedicated host as the single source of data. Second, the
decision where to store intermediate data (map’s output)
is different. In CSCI, intermediate data is stored centrally
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Fig. 6. MapReduce on different chunk size of external data.
Fig. 4. Data flow in centralized and CSDI.

whereas in CSDI it is stored locally on the node that performed the map task. To emulate the CSDI system, we use a
configuration where all nodes have both their compute and
storage capabilities switched on, and further, the DataStore
Master always tries to use a data node already located at the
compute node (if one exists). Third, the schedulers are different. In CSCI and CSDI, tasks are assigned randomly
without concern for data locality, while the default Nebula
scheduler is locality-aware.
The MapReduce Wordcount application was run multiple times on each of the different environments with
different size datasets (500 MB, 1 GB, and 2 GB). All
experiments used 300 map tasks each, along with 80, 160,
and 320 reduce tasks for the 500 MB, 1 GB, and 2 GB input
sizes respectively. In this experiment, the data has already
been stored randomly across the data nodes. We do not
consider the data upload time in this experiment since the
size of each ebook, which is the input data in this experiment, is relatively small, thus the upload time is not significant. The CSCI and CSDI systems had a centralized data
node with an average upload bandwidth of 4Mbps, which
is similar to the bandwidth of many residential and commercial sites.
Fig. 5a compares the Nebula model with the localityaware scheduler against the CSCI and the CSDI models.
The results indicate that the Nebula approach is far superior
to these baselines due to the removal of data bottlenecks.
For map tasks, Nebula is able to find compute nodes close
to the data sources, and outperforms both CSCI and CSDI
which rely on a centralized data node. For reduce tasks,
both CSDI and Nebula exhibit good performance compared
to CSCI, as they retain intermediate data locally. As the data
size increases to 1 GB, Nebula continues to perform better
(by 580 and 200 percent versus CSCI and CSDI respectively), and the larger data size shows the additional benefit
of locality-awareness by selecting compute nodes based on
performance estimation.

Fig. 5. MapReduce across different environments.

To see the impact of choice of scheduler, we compare the
locality-aware (LA) scheduler to a Random scheduler
within Nebula, which randomly assigns tasks to compute
nodes. Fig. 5b shows the result. We find that the LA scheduler outperforms the Random scheduler by 16-34 percent
across the different data sizes. Also, the performance difference between the two schedulers is higher for larger data
sizes due to increasing data transfer costs. The benefit of
locality is particularly pronounced for the map tasks, which
are scheduled close to the input data sources. The reduce
tasks benefit less from locality, since they need to download
intermediate data from multiple data nodes.
Looking closely to Figs. 5a and 5b, we can see that the
Random scheduler in Nebula even outperforms the CSCI
and CSDI models by 5X and 2X respectively. The main reason of this improvement is because the two models suffer
from bandwidth contention since the output bandwidth of
the data node that stored the data is multiplexed to service
data requests from the compute nodes.

5.3 External Data Upload
In this experiment, we consider a bigger size for each file
(16 MB and 6 4MB per input file). We compare the performance of 4 data node selection policies discussed in
Section 3.2.4. The performance includes the file upload time
and job running time. We uploaded a 512 MB file from the
US to data nodes located in Europe. The first data node
selection policy is Random, which selects data nodes for
each file chunk. Note that multiple chunk files could be
uploaded to a single data node. The second data nodes
selection policy is Distance, which upload the data based on
the closeness in geographic distance between a data node
with the file’s location. The third policy is Latency which
uploads the file to a data node that minimize the total
upload time. The last method is Compute which is the compute-aware data upload policy that combines the network
performance (1) between the source and the data nodes,
and (2) between the data nodes and the compute nodes.
Figs. 6a and b show the average total running time of
MapReduce WordCount applications on 16 MB and 64 MB
input chunk size, respectively. As we can see, the computeaware policy results in the best overall performance even if
its upload time is slightly higher than the Latency policy
which mainly focused on uploading the data from the
source to the data nodes. The reason is that the computeaware upload policy considers the proximity bandwidth
used in transferring data from the storage nodes to the compute nodes which is used by the scheduler in selecting compute nodes to process the data.
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Fig. 7. Performance in the presence of node failures.

5.4 Fault Tolerance
In the next set of experiments, we induce crash failures in
both the compute and data nodes during execution. Nebula
has mechanisms to provide fault tolerance in the presence
of node failures. These mechanisms include re-execution of
tasks to handle compute node failures and data replication
to handle data node failures. The goal of these experiments
is to show the robustness of the Nebula infrastructure in
the presence of such failures, even if it comes with a performance cost. We note that there were a large number of
background transient failures even in the previous set of
performance experiments that we are already robust to. For
instance, for the 500 MB experiment with Nebula-LA
(Figs. 5a and 5), we had a total of 1557 transient failures during the run (364 process restarts, 1146 NaCl execution failures, and 47 data transmission failures), which the system
recovered from.
All of these experiments use the Nebula system setup
with the Nebula-LA (locality aware) scheduler. We use a
500 MB input data size, along with 300 map and 80 reduce
tasks for all experiments. We note that we actually kill the
associated processes for these tests, rather than simulating
the failures, so these experiments illustrate the robustness
of Nebula in the presence of real-life failures.
5.4.1 Compute Node Failures
We first show the impact of compute node failures. In
these experiments, we do not fail the data nodes, and do
not use data replication for any of the data in the system.
In the first experiment, we kill a subset of compute nodes
part-way (50 percent) through the execution of the map
phase, and these nodes are considered failed for the
remaining duration of the experiment. As a result, the
progress of the tasks running on the failed nodes is lost,
and these tasks are re-executed by the ComputePool Master on other nodes, once the failures are detected. Fig. 7a
shows the results of inducing these failures. We find that
the system is relatively stable in the presence of a moderate number of node failures (compared to a more severe
scenario considered next). This is because the Wordcount
application in these experiments is input data bandwidth
limited, and there are sufficient computational resources
available to carry out the computation even with the
induced failures.
In the next experiment, we induce more severe failures,
failing a large part of the system throughout the run. In
this case, we randomly kill a subset of compute nodes, but

allow failed nodes to come back up after a period of about
90 seconds to ensure that a fixed proportion of nodes in
the system are failed at all times. Fig. 7b shows the results
of inducing these failures. In this case, we see that beyond
a certain rate of failures (over 50 percent), the runtime
deteriorates. At this point there are so many compute failures that the system starts becoming compute-limited, and
has to re-execute many unfinished tasks.

5.4.2 Data Node Failures
Next, we show the impact of data node failures. In the first
set of experiments, we do not use data replication for intermediate data. The input data is still replicated twice, and
data node failures are induced such that a copy of the map
input data will always be available. However, a data node
failure will result in the loss of intermediate data needed for
reduce tasks, leading to the re-execution of map tasks
needed to recreate this data (this re-execution time is attributed to reduce time in the results).
In this experiment, we kill a subset of data nodes partway (50 percent) through the execution of the map phase.
As a result, intermediate data generated by already finished map tasks uploaded to the failed data nodes is lost,
and has to be recreated by re-executing the corresponding
map tasks. Fig. 7c shows the results of inducing these
failures.
The results show that the total runtime increases as we
increase the number of data node failures, because of more
map task re-executions, though the system is robust to such
failures and is able to complete the runs. However, for this
reason, runtime increases with failure rate unlike the compute node failure scenarios in Fig. 7a.
5.5 Scalability
Being a voluntary computing system, a future Nebula
deployment could consist of thousands of volunteer
nodes that are connected to the system simultaneously.
Considering this, one of the design goals is that centralized components can scale up as required. More importantly, as the amount of data, the number of nodes, and
the geographic spread increases, the system should be
able to take advantage of the added number of resources,
the greater amount of parallelism, and more choices for
locality-aware resource allocation, without bottlenecks
forming.
Fig. 8a shows the performance of Nebula as we increase
the number of compute and data nodes in the system from
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Fig. 8. Scalability and concurrent applications in Nebula.

10-30 each (i.e, 30 refers to 30 compute nodes and 30 data
nodes). All these experiments use an input data size of
250 MB, along with 250 map and 80 reduce tasks. The input
data is kept on 8 data nodes, however, all compute nodes
can participate in the computation and all data nodes can
store intermediate data.
We see that the runtime decreases as the number of
nodes increases. In particular, we see that while the map
time remains the same due to the bandwidth constraints of
the input data nodes, the reduce time decreases with the
increasing size of the system. This is due to greater compute
and data parallelism, as well as the availability of more
nodes to select compute nodes with high locality to the
intermediate data.
To see the scalability of Nebula in the presence of large
intermediate data as well, we present results for another
MapReduce application, InvertedIndex. The InvertedIndex
program creates an index to identify which files contain
which words. The output is often used as one of the steps to
enable fast searching through text documents. As opposed
to WordCount which provides high reduction of input data,
InvertedIndex is characterized by an expansion of the input
data. This set of experiments illustrates the scalability of
Nebula in the presence of large intermediate data as well.
Fig. 8b shows the performance of Nebula as it creates an
inverted index from 500 MB, 1 GB, and 2 GB text files. We
see that the system still scales with InvertedIndex as with
Wordcount as the problem size expands.
Lastly, we consider running multiple concurrent applications on Nebula. Fig. 8c shows the performance of two
concurrent Wordcount applications running in Nebula, as
compared to a single application. These experiments use
an input data size of 250 MB, along with 250 map and 80
reduce tasks. As expected, the performance of each application (Concurrent-A and Concurrent-B) is worse than
that of a single application running in the system. However, their performance is similar to each other. In this
result, Nebula simply multiplexes its resources equally
among concurrent applications, however, any resource
sharing policy may be added in the Resource Manager as
shown in [25].

6

RELATED WORK

Volunteer edge computing and data sharing systems
are best exemplified by Grid and peer-to-peer systems
including, Kazaa [26], BitTorrent [11], Globus [27],
Condor [28], BOINC [10], and @home projects [29]. These

systems provide the ability to tap into idle donated resources such as CPU capacity or aggregate network bandwidth,
but they are not designed to exploit the characteristics of
specific nodes on behalf of applications or services. Furthermore, they are not designed for data-intensive computing.
Other projects have considered the use of the edge, but
their focus is different. [19], [30], [31] focus on minimizing
latency in answering queries in geo-distributed data centers
and [18], [32] focus on stream analytic in geo-distributed
system. Cloud4Home [33] focuses on edge storage where
Nebula enables both storage and computation critical to
achieving locality for data-intensive computing. Other storage-only solutions include CDNs such as Amazon’s CloudFront that focus more on delivering data to end-users than
on computation.
There are a number of relevant distributed MapReduce
projects in the literature [34], [35], [36], [37]. Moon [34]
focuses on voluntary resources but not in a wide-area setting.
Hierarchical MapReduce [35] is concerned with computeintensive MapReduce applications and how to apply multiple distributed clusters to them, but uses clusters and not
edge resources. [36] focuses more on cross-phase Map
Reduce optimization, albeit in a wide-area setting.
There are also projects that look at the issue of proving
reliable data storage in non-datacenter environments including P2P systems, volunteer-based systems, and utility-like
data storage systems [38], [39], [40]. Although this work is
relevant to the fault tolerant aspect of the storage system in
Nebula, we use a simple static file replication to ensure that
files remain available in the DataStore. One possible solution
that is more efficient is discussed in the next section.

7

OPEN RESEARCH CHALLENGES

We believe that the wide-area and the voluntary aspect of
an edge cloud presents some opportunities and research
challenges in deploying a reliable system such as Nebula.

7.1 Compute Node Reliability
Stragglers are likely to occur unpredictably in such a system due to the variety of computational power of volunteer nodes and the dynamic WAN performance. One
possible solution is to adapt the reliability-based technique [41] by combining the notions of timeliness and correctness which results in a decrease in overall time-tocompletion while increasing confidence in the results.
This technique can be adapted in the Nebula’s ComputePool Master scheduler by:
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a simplification, but in environments where adequate history cannot be found for most nodes (and default values are
used as placeholders), such a policy can be superior to one
using unreliable per-node scores. With this global availability score, we can simply compute the number of nodes n
necessary to meet the availability goal since we can solve
that n ¼ dlogð1Pavail Þe Choosing nodes then becomes a matter
bdown Þ
logðP
of selecting which n nodes will be used to store the data and
its replicas which is an orthogonal problem.
Fig. 9. Average task completion time.



Establishing the notion of reliability score that is maintained per node.
 Scheduling a task to a group of compute node
instead of only one node.
 Selecting nodes to meet the reliability goal based on the
combined reliability scores of the individual node.
A node’s reliability score can be computed from the
percentage of completed tasks within the approximate
deadlines. Let rn represent the reliability score of a compute node n, bmax represents the maximum deviation that
we are willing to tolerate, r^ be the sample mean, and s
represents the corrected sample standard deviation. If
rn < r^  bmax s, then the compute node n will be ignored
during scheduling due to its lack of reliability. If
rn > r^ þ bmax s, then we can set sn = r^ þ bmax s to avoid using
reliability scores that are unrealistically high. Very high
scores are likely an artifact of our scoring mechanism and
not a reflection of reality.
We performed initial experiments by running the
standard Nebula MapReduce Wordcount application with
a 128 MB input file split into 10 MB chunks that were randomly distributed across the data nodes. We enforced a
minimum of 2 compute nodes per reliability group and a
maximum of 6. We compared the original scheduler that
does not consider the reliability of the nodes to the modified
one using reliability goals of 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9.
Fig. 9 indicates that the use of a higher reliability goal
results in a decrease in the average task runtime because it
is less susceptible to stragglers. However, this may come at
the cost of increasing the number of resources used per
task, which can limit the number of distinct tasks that can
be executed concurrently.

7.2 Data Availability
Using a fixed number of replicas for every file may not be
an appropriate solution given the dynamic nature and heterogeneity of a volunteer-based storage system. We propose
a possible solution by measuring the availability of individual node and ensuring that every file’s availability score
meets the minimum threshold. A file’s availability score
itself can simply be a combination of every node’s availability score where the file and the replicas are stored. A node
is history of being online is used to compute its observed
probability of being offline Pbdown;i . In order to choose a set S
of nodes to replicate the file onto, new nodes
Q are added until
the following inequality holds: 1  i2S Pbdown;i  Pavail
Alternatively, we may use a global availability score Pbdown
for all nodes instead of maintaining per-node scores. This is
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented the design and implementation of Nebula, an
edge-based platform that enables distributed in-situ dataintensive computing. The Nebula components were
described along with abstractions for data storage, DataStore, and computation, ComputePool. A working Nebula
prototype runs across edge volunteers on the PlanetLab
testbed. An evaluation of MapReduce on Nebula was performed and compared against other edge-based volunteer
systems. The locality-aware scheduling and data placement
enable Nebula MapReduce to significantly outperform
existing systems. In addition, we showed that Nebula is
highly robust to both transient and crash failures.
Future work includes topics discussed in Section 7 such
as improving the compute nodes reliability in a volunteerbased system and explore a more efficient policy to the
static file replication that would maintain the high availability of files stored in the storage system. Furthermore, we
plan to expand the range of applications and frameworks
that can be ported to Nebula and validate our initial findings on a much larger scale.
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